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Value of the data {#sec0001a}
=================

•To utilize a AgNW network as a reliable component in a optoelectrical device, the thermal stability is critical issue to be resolved. The stability of AgNW network can be enhanced by increasing the diameter of AgNW. Therefore, it is required to have data regarding the effect of diameter on the thermal stability of AgNW network.•Detailed information of critical diameters and temperatures maintaining the reliability of AgNW network can provide a knowledge to understand the failure mechanism of AgNW network.•The AgNW network is a potential candidate for next generation transparent conducting electrodes (TCEs) of solar cells, specifically Cu(In,Ga)Se~2~ thin film solar cell. The data can be useful for device/process engineers who are responsible for TCE process for a solar cell to determine the TCE postprocess temperature.

1. Data description {#sec0001}
===================

The diameter of AgNWs in a network can be increased by Ag electrodeposition on a spin-coated bare AgNW network. The diameter of AgNWs can be precisely controlled by adjusting electrodeposition time [@bib0001]. The electrodeposited (ED) AgNW networks with different diameters are shown in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(d). [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}(e)--(h) show SEM images of the ED AgNW network after annealing in a N~2~ atmosphere. The AgNW networks are broken into droplets at elevated temperatures. We defined the temperature at which the network is broken into droplets and starts to show no conductance as the spherodization temperature. As the diameter of AgNW increases, the spherodization temperature also increases showing the improved thermal stability. We measured the spherodization temperature of the ED AgNW network as a function of the diameter of the AgNWs and verified the failure mechanism of AgNWs network by plotting the radius and spherodization temperature as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}. The failure time of a AgNW network due to atomic surface diffusion can be defined using the following equation$$\tau_{m} = \left( {4R^{4}kT/\gamma_{S}D_{0}} \right)exp\left( {- \frac{Q}{kT}} \right)$$$$4\ln R = \mspace{6mu} ln\left( \frac{\tau_{m}\gamma_{S}D_{0}}{kT} \right) - \mspace{6mu}\left( \frac{Q}{kT} \right)$$where *τ~m~* is the characteristic time (failure time), *R* is the radius of the NW, *k* is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is the temperature, *γ~s~* is the surface energy, *D~0~* is the pre-factor and *Q* is the activation energy [@bib0002],[@bib0003]. The activation energy of surface diffusion can be calculated by [Eq. (2)](#eqn0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is derived from [Eq. (1)](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Using [Eq. (2)](#eqn0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the activation energy for surface diffusion in AgNWs is obtained, and its value is 0.15 eV, which is similar to the value for silver adatom diffusion on a Ag surface [@bib0004], indicating that AgNW failure occurs due to Ag atomic diffusion through the AgNW surface.Fig. 1SEM images of AgNW networks with AgNW diameters of (a) 130 nm, (b) 160 nm, (c) 225 nm, and (d) 320 nm before annealing. SEM images of AgNW network of (a)--(d) after annealing at (e) 350 °C, (f) 370 °C, (g) 400 °C, and (h) 580 °C. AgNW diameters were increased from bare AgNW network with diameter of 80 nm by Ag electrodeposition.Fig 1Fig. 2The failure radius of ED AgNW vs. spherodization temperature plot for the calculation of the activation energy for surface diffusion.Fig 2

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec0002}
==============================================

2.1. ED AgNW TCE fabrication {#sec0003}
----------------------------

A AgNW TCE is fabricated by two steps. First, a bare AgNW TCE is fabricated by spin-coating of AgNWs solution onto a 25 mm × 25 mm glass at 1000 rpm for 30 s. The initial diameter of AgNWs is 80 nm before electrodeposition. The AgNW solution is prepared by diluting AgNWs in ethanol at a concentration of 20 mg/ml. After preparing the spin-coated AgNW on glass, the diameter of AgNWs is increased by electrodeposition of Ag onto AgNW surfaces. For electrodeposition, the silver electrolyte is prepared by mixing of 70 g/L of silver cyanide, 150 g/L of potassium cyanide, 15 g/L of potassium carbonate, and 50 g/L of sodium thiosulfate. AgNW spin-coated glass and Ag foil are used as the working and counter electrodes, respectively. A constant current density of 1 mA/cm^2^ is applied for several deposition cycles using a potentiostat. The diameter of AgNWs can be increased by repeating the Ag electrodeposition cycles.

2.2. Measurement of spherodization temperature {#sec0004}
----------------------------------------------

The AgNW diameter of ED AgNW network is measured using a field emission SEM. The spherodization temperatures of the ED AgNW network with various diameters are measured using a Keithley 2700 multimeter data acquisition system with samples under N~2~ environment. The temperature and resistance of the ED AgNW network are monitored simultaneously as increasing the temperature. The spherodization temperature is recorded when the ED AgNW network shows no conductance.
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